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Abstract 
The importance of the collateral  for the commercial paper is one of the most important guarantees granted by 
the law to the holder of this commercial paper, which is reflected in the legal relationship between the parties 
committed to fulfilling them, especially the obligation of the guarantor in his original and subordination capacity  
, and the consequent effects of this  legal relationship between the guarantor and the holder  and  the 
consequences of this obligation. 
The legal relationship between the reserve  guarantor and the secured person and the rest of the obligators  in the 
commercial paper may raise legal problems among them . This is evidenced by legal texts related to the effect of 
collateral  and the presentation of jurisprudential opinions on this subject and the available judicial rulings. 
In this paper , an attempt is made to work out  a methodology for comparative legal research which goes beyond 
the functional method . the researcher aims at using the comparative method as an instrument of learning and 
knowledge . In addition ,  the researcher is contributing  to his own legal system : understanding it better , 
improving it , and using it as a means for interpreting the legal laws and legislations . 
The researcher explained the legislative shortcomings that have characterized the provisions  of this relationship. 
He recommends that there is a need to review the drafting of some legal texts in a manner consistent with the 
legal problems that may arise from the relationship between the parties of  the collateral . 
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Introduction 
The collateral  was regulated by the Jordanian legislator in articles 161-163 of the Jordanian Trade Law No. 12 
of 1966, but this law, like other legislations(1), did not include an explicit definition of  the collateral. The 
jurisprudence differed in its definition. However, the unanimous view was that the collateral is the guarantee of 
the fixed debt in the whole or part of the commercial paper, provided that the guarantor commits to pay the bond 
on the due date in case of non-fulfillment by the secured obligator(2).  
The importance of collateral is to increase the guarantees granted by the law to the holder of the commercial 
paper. The business activity is based on credit, supported by a set of legal guarantees for the holder, which is 
reflected in the offer of the paper to the drawee for acceptance, and the solidarity of all signatories in fulfilling its  
value on time or determinable. However, these legal guarantees may not be sufficient, which  makes the 
beneficiary of the commercial paper looking for other guarantees to ensure his right to fulfill the  value, 
especially in cases where the holder is not sure of the debtor's ability  to fulfill  the value of the  commercial 
paper on the maturity date. A collateral   is a personal guarantee that may be made by any person, whether from 
a third party  or from one of the signatories of the commercial  paper. Article 161 of the Jordanian Trade Law 
authorizes the provision of the collateral to fulfill the value of the bond in whole or in part. Article 162, 
paragraph 3, requires that the name of the secured person be mentioned in the security form, otherwise the 
collateral  shall be considered for the drawer, and thus  a collateral   may be incurred by any party committed to 
pay the value of the commercial paper.  
The guarantee may occur on the same bond or on a separate bond to relieve the embarrassment of the 
bondholders , especially the secured person, because of the doubts about their financial position when the 
guarantee occurs on the bond itself. If the collateral is signed on a separate sheet of paper, the guarantor shall be 
bound only by the person who signed the guarantee without the other, article 162/6.  Therefore , The reserve 
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guarantor intervenes to ensure that the drawer complies with the first beneficiary of the bond. The guarantor 
shall not be liable to the beneficiary other than the other bondholders.  If the guarantor's signature is on the same 
sheet or  the paper attached thereto, the guarantor  is obliged to pay the value of the commercial paper to all 
subsequent signatories(3). 
There is a difference between the guarantee in the check and the collateral in the withdrawal bond. The bank that 
withdraws the check may not provide the guarantee because its role is limited to the credit of the check. 
Therefore, the collateral is rare in the check in terms of the practical life of the check, and the fact that the  holder 
guarantees  an obligation to pay, except for the certified or approved check created by the banking custom , and 
the drawee in the withdrawal bond can be a reserve guarantor because he can refuse to sign the acceptance of the 
bond. The relationship with the withdrawal bond may be limited to the drawer, the drawee and the beneficiary. 
This relationship may extend to other persons as a result of the endorsement or acceptance of the bond or the 
guarantee of a party to a collateral so that everyone who signed the paper is bound by morphological obligation 
to fulfill its value.   The researcher will focus on the legal relationship resulting from the collateral in the 
commercial paper that links the collateral with the holder, the guaranteed  and  with other obligators  by 
explaining  the legal effects of the collateral in the commercial  paper with emphasis on the withdrawal bond as 
the basis for the rest of the commercial papers.  
Methodology 
The aim of the research is making some part of the domestic law more coherent , one may do without external 
comparison. It also aims to harmonize the law as the focus will be on the commonalities  , on the common core 
of the compared legal systems and on the possible ways of erasing differences. When one tries to improve his 
own legal system  , as a legislator or as a scholar , it has become clear to at the other side of the borders. 
Nevertheless , importing rules or solutions from other countries may not work because of the differences in 
contexts. As a result , a more thorough contextual approach is needed. The collateral  was regulated by the 
Jordanian legislator in articles 161-163 of the Jordanian Trade Law No. 12 of 1966, but this law, like other 
legislations, did not include an explicit definition of  the collateral. The researcher explained the legislative 
shortcomings that have characterized the provisions  of these articles .  
 
DISCUSSION 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE GUARANTOR WITH THE HOLDER. 
The  collateral is a  morphological commitment  whereby the reserve guarantor intervenes by ensuring that the 
secured debtor complies with all the obligations stipulated in the commercial  paper and is responsible for 
fulfilling it in solidarity towards the holder, whether the latter is the first beneficiary or the holder of the bond 
with a series of endorsements , in accordance with Article 163/1(4), which is understood to mean that the reserve 
guarantor is bound by the holder of the bond, as is the case with the secured debtor , which acts as a joint surety  
in solidarity with the secured debtor against the holder. In order for the holder  to return  to the reserve guarantor, 
it is necessary to state the nature of the legal rules that govern the obligation of the guarantor towards  the holder  
whether related to the rules of the exchange law and the rules of joint liability  . The commitment of the reserve 
guarantor  is both an accessory and original obligation  at the same time. The researcher  divides this study  into 
two sections:  studying  the implications of the subordination of the commitment of the  reserve guarantor in 
relation to the holder  and  studying  the implications of the original commitment of the reserve guarantor in 
relation to the holder. 
SECTION ONE 
The Effect Of The  Subordination Of The Guarantor's Obligation In Relation To The Holder. 
The reserve guarantor considers his commitment as a subordinated liability within the limits to which the 
secured debtor is committed. The reserve guarantor is a joint shareholder with the secured debtor and with the 
rest of the signatories on the commercial paper as a subsequent business of the commercial paper. This leads to  
several fundamental results regulating the relationship between the  guarantor and the holder : 
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First: Returning  the holder to the reserve guarantor 
 The guarantor shall be bound by the obligation of the secured person, and the holder shall have absolute 
freedom to return  to the secured obligor first or to the guarantor or both  and here we must distinguish between 
the presence of a single joint surety  or  more than one. In the first case, when the holder  makes his claim to the 
guarantor, the guarantor can not first demand that the secured person  be stripped of his funds  before returning 
to him . Second , in the case of multiple reserve guarantors, the reserve guarantor can not hold on to the 
advantage of defense by dividing. In other words, the reserve guarantor can not force the holder to divide the 
debt between him and the secured obligor  and divide the debt with multiple reserve guarantors(5). It is possible 
that the reserve guarantors are more than one  and become by their signatures  joint in the fulfillment of the paper 
value even if not agreed with them explicitly because joint liability  is assumed by law . In this  case, the holder 
of the commercial paper is entitled to return  to them all or one of them. In order for the holder to return to  the 
reserve guarantor, the guarantor   must be aware of this guarantee and this is only if the guarantor  signed the 
commercial paper(6). If this holder endorses the bond and  transfer his right of the guarantee to the endorsee  , it is  
considered as a  transference  . Thus, the guarantor has the right to insist on the  defense  against  the holder  
,whom the guarantee  was issued  in his favor, since the relationship between the guarantor and the holder is 
based on the principle of the independence of signatures and pursuant to the provisions of articles 162/4 and 181, 
which specified cases in which the holder may return  to the obligors in the commercial paper and therefore the 
guarantor can not exempt himself from recourse . 
Second: The guarantor is not entitled to deprivation  defense. 
The guaranteed , whether a drawer  or  drawee or transferor , has a commercial and joint  obligation regardless of 
the guarantor  and the reason for his guarantee(7). Once the guarantor  signs  the commercial paper, his 
commitment is considered a disbursement obligation in his relationship with the lenders, as the legitimacy of the  
holder's right gives him the power to demand  those who are committed to it, especially the reserve guarantor 
who can not evade his obligation . If the guarantee is on the front  of the paper, the reserve guarantor may not be  
against the secured holder  that is to say, returning to him first  before   the claim of the reserve guarantor or ask 
the holder  to first pursue  the debtor or the original debtors, such as the drawee, the drawer or any guaranteed 
person, as the holder has absolute freedom to return first to the secured obligor or to the reserve guarantor or 
both. The reserve guarantor may not pay on terms when there are other reserve shareholders(8) so that he will 
only be obligated to the extent of his share in the debt. If the debtor has determined its obligation less than the 
amount of the bond as it is for the drawee who  is  partially acceptor , the reserve guarantor also commits only to 
pay the acceptable part(9). Also , The reserve guarantor is entitled, on the basis of the subordination of his 
obligation, to defense against   the good-faith holder with the set-off that may occur between the holder and the 
guaranteed  committed person or for other reasons that are in his favor(10) . The reserve guarantor is not entitled 
to defense the holder to ask the guaranteed first  unless it is stipulated in the guarantee clause because this is not 
in the public order(11). 
THIRD: The Loss Of The Right Of The Negligent Holder To Return To The Reserve Guarantor. 
The negligent holder's right to return to the guarantor  shall be dropped  within the limits of the guaranteed . If 
the guarantor is a guarantor for  the drawer who offer for  the fulfillment , the guarantor shall hold  defense   
against  the negligent  holder. However, if the collateral  for the account of the  acceptor drawee   or the drawer  
who doesn't offer  for the payment, the guarantor can not defense  against the holder , even if the latter is 
negligent as the drawer (12).  If the collateral for the endorser  account, the guarantor may insist on defense  by the 
negligence of the endorser  towards the holder.   
The reserve guarantor shall have the right to  defense  by  prescription within the limits of the guaranteed  due to 
negligence if the holder  does not carry out the procedures prescribed by the law on the prescribed dates. 
However, the limitation of actions shall vary according to the guaranteed  person. If the guaranteed  person is the 
acceptor  drawee on whom the guarantor   has the right to invoke prescription  against the holder  after five years 
from  the date of maturity 214/1. If the guaranteed  person is the drawer ,  or one of the endorsers, the reserve 
guarantor has to adhere to the prescriptions two years  from the date of the protest filed on time or from the due 
date if  the bond includes the provision  of return without expenses. The loss  due to negligence  if  the collateral 
for the account of the drawer, the  guarantor guarantees all signatories of  the commercial paper, including the 
drawer, and  if the guarantee to the account of the drawee  , the  guarantor can not uphold the loss of the holder's  
right   due to the legal procedures related to the right of recourse(13). 
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SECTION TWO 
THE EFFECT OF THE ORIGINAL OBLIGATION OF THE GUARANTOR IN RELATION TO THE 
HOLDER. 
The rules of exchange are the set of rules contained in articles 123-289 that regulate the regulation of 
commercial papers since its inception to its expiration, in particular with respect to the principle of independence 
of signatures and the rule of disqualification of defenses, that is, the non-invocation of personal defenses against 
a good-faith holder. We will explain the consequences of the reserve guarantor's commitment as a basic 
obligation to the exchange rules as follows: 
First: the obligation of the reserve guarantor is considered a valid obligation even if the obligation of the 
guaranteed  debtor is null and void 
The principle of the  independence of signatures means the independence of the obligation of each signatory on 
the commercial  paper for the obligations of the other signatories and that each of these obligations is self-
contained . This  principle is reflected in the case where one signatory's obligation is void  because of a lack of 
eligibility or a false signature. Therefore, the obligation of the reserve guarantor is valid even if the obligation of 
the guaranteed is null and void for any reason other than in respect of the reasons related to the form(14). 
However, the reserve guarantor may dispose of his  banking obligation if the commercial  paper is void of a 
defect in the form for not mentioning or missing one of the mandatory data  such as the naming of the 
withdrawal document or the signing of the drawer ,etc….unless the guarantor was not a world in the matter. In 
this case, the obligation of the guarantor is void and the guarantor can hold the void because this defect is 
apparent and any signatory on the bond can stick to this invalidity(15) because the defect is related to the bond 
itself  and not to the firm commitment to it. 
Second: The reserve guarantor may not hold against the good-faith holder in the personal defenses that he 
has on one of the signatories. 
The rule of disqualification of defenses is to guarantee the right of a good-faith holder to obtain the value of the 
commercial paper against the debtor, including the guarantor, provided that the holder is not in  a personal 
relationship with the debtor. The debtor shall not be liable in any way whatsoever as a drawer or a guarantor to 
hold on the defense  against the good- faith holder , and this is what we shall indicate in the following points. 
1-Originally, The reserve guarantor shall not hold against the holder with personal defenses. 
In accordance with Article 147 of the Commercial Law and in accordance with the rule of disqualification of 
defenses, the fixed right in the bond shall be transferred from the endorser  to the endorsee  without any defenses 
based on the personal relations between the parties of the bond, giving these new rules a guarantee for the bond 
holder. This is what was taken by the Jordanian Court of Cassation, and this is an exception to the general rules 
in the Civil Code, because ,according to the general rules, the right  moves from the assignor to the creditor  with 
all the faults and the defenses that resulted from it(16). The assignee can uphold all the defenses related to debt, 
which he has the right to uphold in against  the assignor or his defenses towards the assignee. We conclude from 
this rule that there are defenses that the guarantor may not hold against the good-faith holder. And there are 
defenses that he may hold against the holder even if he is of good faith. And  good faith is presumed in the 
holder , and if  the debtor claims the bad faith of this holder , he  has  the burden of denying this presumption by 
all means of proof(18). 
2 - Permissibility to adhere to formal defenses against the holder 
The reserve guarantor may hold the formal defenses against the holder, even if he is of good faith, because the 
legislator provided the necessary data for the validity of the commercial paper(19) . When these data are not 
fulfilled, it is  considered null and void, so  there is no   cleansing of the defenses because the whole matter  is 
about the invalidity of the paper itself. Accordingly, the debtor has the right to raise defense  in the absence of 
one of these statements especially  the essence of the claim, in the face of all claims of entitlement to the fixed 
right. This applies to the guarantor being committed to the obligation of the guaranteed. 
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3- defense of  counterfeiting signature of the guarantor and the guaranteed. 
A signature is a mandatory statement in all commercial papers that must be on the same bond   and an indicator 
to  the personality of its owner  and expresses the consent of its owner to the obligation. If this signature is false, 
the satisfaction of its owner shall be null and void. Thus, the moral commitment is absent. The counterfeit  may 
be the signature of the guarantor or the guaranteed  person. Is it permissible for these people to stand in the face 
of the holder  by the invalidity of their obligation, and is it permissible for any other member who has signed the 
commercial  paper correctly to raise defense by falsifying another signature as a fixed right for each signatory  
on the commercial paper? We will show it as follows: 
A-Counterfeiting  Signature Of The Reserve Guarantor. 
The collateral  shall be subject to the application of the requirements of Article 130/1(20) upon falsification of the 
signature of the guarantor. The result shall be the granting of the right to the owner to raise defense of the 
counterfeit  against  each holder of the bond, even if he has  good intention of his unwillingness to establish the 
claimed right. However, adherence to this defense is limited to those whose signature was forged in accordance 
with the principle of the independence of signatures(21)  . Therefore, the rest of the signatories will not be 
disrespectful of their moral obligation, even if one of them was previously a fraudulent act, such as  the 
obligation of the drawer or receiver or one of the former signatories as well as  the subsequent signatories of the 
forgery. subsequent signatories of the forgery. 
B- Counterfeiting   Signature Of The  Guaranteed. 
We conclude from the text of article 163.2 that the  guarantor can not protest against the invalidity of the 
obligation of the guaranteed  in case of incapacity or satisfaction, or falsifying his signature against  the holder , 
but the right to raise such defense  is limited to the victim of  the forgery. On the other hand, the formal defect 
here is not limited to the omission of one of the mandatory statements in the bond, but may even include the 
formal defect in the obligation of the guaranteed , such as the collateral provided for the endorser  whose 
signature was placed  on the front of the bond   although the abstract signature is to be placed on the back of the 
bond in order to be considered endorsement .  The collateral  is provided in the interest of a person who is not 
considered to be liable as the drawee who did not sign the acceptance(22). 
The French jurisprudence(23) goes even further as it considers that the independence of the guarantor's obligation 
to the obligation of the original debtor is not  full. The right of the guarantor to raise the defense  of the nullity of 
the guaranteed  obligation is not limited to the formal defect of the obligation of the guaranteed  only but also the 
defense  of the built-in defects on the basis  of the expiration of the obligation .  Some  French jurisprudence  
concluded to say that the purpose of the collateral  is to provide adequate protection to the good- faith holder  to 
enable him to benefit from the collateral as additional one  to him. 
4 - The defenses which the guaranteed  adheres  against the holder. 
Article 163/1  shows that it adapted the obligation of the guarantor in the same manner as the guaranteed, and we 
find that the second paragraph of the same article contradicts with the first paragraph by drafting it when the 
guarantor's obligation is considered to be true even if the obligation of the guaranteed  is null and void for any 
reason  unless  the defect comes in the shape.  And from our analysis of these paragraphs , we  can not say  in the 
original that  the  guarantor  to stick to all defenses that the guaranteed  is entitled to stick against  the holder  in 
contradiction with the content of Article 147 and the second paragraph of Article 163 this on the one hand,  and 
on the other hand , it is not possible to say that the final guarantee of the guaranteed  in relation to the holder is 
not in compliance with the provision of the second paragraph of article 163, which ,in the first, made the 
obligation of the guarantor a subsequent obligation  and the latter made a purely original obligation. If his 
obligation is subordinated, he has the right to hold all the defenses which the guaranteed is entitled to uphold , 
and the obligation of the  guarantor shall be dependent on all the circumstances in which the guaranteed disposes 
of his  obligation either for limitation or set-off or for any cause of the expiration of the obligation or defect in 
the form. If the holder  returns to the guarantor and the latter is a creditor to the holder,  the   discharge of  debt is 
due. Therefore, the holder is not entitled to claim the  guarantor upon discharge of the original debtor(25). In order 
to take these morphological rules, in particular the rule of disqualification of defenses, the holder  must not be ill-
intentioned because the element of good faith makes the holder  worthy of protection. Otherwise, the debtor may 
be entitled to raise the defenses(26). If the holder  is ill- intentioned, the reserve guarantor will be able to hold all 
the defenses related to the secured obligation and the defenses of nullity of the guarantee  but  the guarantor is 
not entitled to uphold the personal defenses(27). 
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SECTION TWO 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN  THE GUARANTOR AND THE GUARANTEED  AND THE REST 
OF THE OBLIGORS 
The legal relationship between the  guarantor and the rest of the other obligators is regulated by Article 163 of 
the Commercial Law  : if the guarantor pays the value of the commercial paper to the holder, the guarantor shall 
have the right of return to  all the obligors of the guaranteed  obligor. However, the legal status of the reserve 
guarantor varies depending on whether the collateral  is provided to one person who may be the drawer, the 
drawee  or the endorser . In the case of the multiple reserve guarantors to meet the value of the commercial paper 
as if the guarantee is given  to two different signatories : such as one may ensure  the drawer , the second ensures 
the drawee  and the third may ensure the endorser . In this case, the reserve guarantors  are committed to the 
holder on the solidarity . The holder   can follow them individually or in groups with the amount of bond and the 
subsequent benefits and expenses without any of them can adhere to the advantage of defense  on terms. If the 
holder  returns to one of the guarantors to fulfill, this guarantor is not entitled to claim the holder  to return to the 
second guarantor and the holder  has the right to bring the case against them without being obliged to follow the 
order in which their commitment was made(28). What concerns us in this relationship is the collateral provided 
for one guaranteed. Thus, the secured obligor must be defined as an unambiguous reserve in order to determine  
the status of the  guarantor, which makes the commercial law its rights and obligations derived from the rights 
and obligations of the obligor in accordance with article 163/1, we shall clarify these relations in the following 
two requirements: 
THE GUARANTOR'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE GUARANTEED. 
 the guarantor acts as a joint surety with his guaranteed , as regulated by article 163/1, since the  guarantor 
guarantees the secured person, including the subsequent signatories, and at the same time is guaranteed by all the 
signatories of the person to whom it is guaranteed(29). In the event that the guaranteed person determines his 
obligation, this limitation applies to the obligation of the  guarantor because the latter does not commit to more 
than the guaranteed  commits himself to(30) , i.e the guarantor shall be placed in the same legal position as the 
guaranteed  in terms of his duties. The guarantor shall therefore designate the name of the secured obligor who 
enters into his guarantee(31) and the fact that the provisions of the collateral are not related to the  public order or 
may be agreed upon in contravention of these provisions. 
The guaranteed  person is only  bound by the guarantee of fulfillment  or by the guarantee of acceptance . And 
the guarantor is bound by the guarantee of fulfillment and acceptance only. If  the guaranteed  is committed to 
ensuring fulfillment, acceptance or the value of the paper in whole or in part . Because the provisions of the 
collateral are not related to public order, it is permissible to agree on what is contrary to these provisions(32).  
Therefore, the  guarantor guarantees the two subsequent signatories   and at the same time the two former  
signatories to sign the guaranteed. It is clear from this text that the effects of the collateral in the relationship 
between the guarantor and the guaranteed  have the following results, which will be detailed as follows:  
First: The guarantor shall be considered a joint surety for  the guaranteed  and in solidarity with him. 
The commitment of the guarantor  is a consequential obligation  that is based on the  obligation  of the 
guaranteed. The obligation of the guarantor remains valid even if the obligation of the guaranteed is null and 
void,  in accordance with the principle of the independence of signatures and the provisions of article 163/2. 
There is no exception except the invalidity based on a defect in the rules of form such as leaving some 
mandatory data because the nullity in such case has to do with  the bond  itself  ,  not the fixed obligation of it . 
In such cases, the reserve guarantor may claim invalidity in the face of the holder (33)  and the holder has the right 
to require the guarantor to pay the full value of the commercial paper unless the collateral is conditional on 
partial fulfillment or  when his obligation is limited by the debtor's inability or obligation .In other words , in the 
sense that the  guarantor is not obligated to fulfill unless the secured person is unable to pay the value of the 
commercial paper on the basis of the lawsuit without returning  to the secured obligor, although the obligation of 
the  guarantor as a guarantor is in accordance with the obligation of the guaranteed in accordance with article 
163/1 because solidarity is assumed between them and a decision by virtue of law. So the reserve guarantor may 
not uphold the invalidity except in the face of those whom the guaranteed can  adhere before them within the 
scope of the rule of clearance of defenses. The solidarity character of the guarantor's obligation with the 
guaranteed in the commercial  paper is similar to that of the guarantor in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 967/1 of the Jordanian Civil Code,  and contrary to what some have said  : the obligation of guarantor  
with the guaranteed  is different from the obligation of the bailer  in the civil debt, where the difference between 
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them shows that in ordinary debts, the guarantor is obliged to pay only if the debtor is unable to pay. And in case 
of having several guarantors, in such a case, the guarantor is only committed to the amount of his share of the 
bail(34). The guarantor  shall be responsible for the payment of the value of the paper for  all the creditors who 
have  come  after signing  the security document .The guarantor of the drawer is obliged to guarantee the 
acceptance of the commercial paper and the fulfillment of its value in case the drawee does not accept it(35). He is 
also asked to fulfill  before all creditors.  If the guarantee is allocated to the drawee on it or to one of the two 
endorsers , the guarantor asks for the fulfillment of the signatories who signed the bond after the signing of  the 
drawee or after endorser . If the collateral is allocated to the drawer, the guarantor does not comply only with 
what is committed by the drawer. 
Second: The transfer of the rights arising from the commercial paper for the  guarantor upon his 
fulfillment of its value. 
The guaranteed  is the original obligor of fulfilling the value of the commercial paper . If it is fulfilled by him, it 
is not for him to return to the guarantor. Article 163/1, however, states that if the full amount of the paper is paid 
by the guarantor, all the rights arising there from shall be transferred to him, whether the guaranteed or the other 
obligors towards him with the interest and expenses pursuant to Article 187 of the Commercial Code . The 
guarantor of the drawer has no right to return except to the drawer and the  drawee(36) , who was paid for the 
fulfillment , while the reserve guarantor of one of the endorsers  may be due to this endorser  and the previous 
endorsers , as well as the drawer and drawee. It can be explained in the following example: the holder endorsed 
the commercial paper for the endorser (a) then   to the endorser  (b), and then to the endorser  (c)  then to the 
endorser   (d).  The person (f) is a guarantor  of the endorser  (c) . The reserve guarantor(c)  fulfills the value  of 
the commercial paper  for (d) as the last holder of the paper.  The guarantor(f) may return to the guaranteed (c)  
and the other obligors (a) +(b) .Thus,  if the guarantor fulfill  the value of the commercial paper, the holder may 
ask him to hand over the bond to him to exercise his right before whom accepted to guarantee him  and  the 
previous obligors on the secured obligor(37) . The reserve guarantor shall return to the guaranteed for the purposes 
of the refund of the amount paid to the holder, either on the basis of the payment action resulting from becoming  
the holder of a bond after the fulfillment of its value or according to the personal suit prescribed for the bailer  in 
accordance with the general rules. And the right of recourse to the  guarantor on the remaining obligors who 
ensure the secured obligor is not as a holder  because Substitution is not to the guarantor only to the secured 
person  but  as an alternative  of the secured obligor and therefore the  guarantor may not refer to the subsequent 
obligors  because the guaranteed  is the one who guarantees them.  So, the reserve guarantor takes the position of 
the guaranteed  in the series of signatures in the commercial paper, but it is not considered a special successor to 
the secured person and therefore does not invoke the defenses against which the guaranteed is invoked. Since the 
relationship between  the collateral guarantor and the secured person is subject to the rules of commercial  law, 
some said  that(38)  this  similar to the relationship between the endorser and the endorsee,   which  means that the 
defenses  between the guarantor and the guaranteed  may be raised, and therefore the secured person may not 
raise any defense  resulting from previous relationship in the face of the reserve guarantor unless such defect is 
formal . 
The  guarantor's relationship with the persons committed to the secured  person   from the former signatories on  
the withdrawal bond. The reserve guarantor  has acquired the right to fulfill the value  to the legal holder by 
reference to those committed in accordance with the rules of recourse. Some have argued(39) that it is not possible 
to say that the guarantor in his return to those committed to the fulfillment  is in place of the endorsee  in his 
relationship with the secured person since this matter does not endorse  the paper to him, and therefore can not 
rely on the basis of endorsement and the clearance of  the defenses in relation to those committed to the extent 
that the person can rely on them against the guaranteed  person. He has to rely on him in the face of the 
guarantor on any committed person  for any reason, he of course to ask the secured person what he fulfilled on 
his behalf. 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE GUARANTOR WITH THE OTHER COMMITTED OBLIGORS 
SECTION 1: THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE RESERVE GUARANTOR WITH THE DRAWER: 
The reserve guarantor may only place his signature on the front of the paper. In this case, the legislator 
established in accordance with article 162/4 a presumption that does not accept the contrary evidence for the 
good- faith  holder that this signature is a collateral  if the signature of the drawer or drawee is not possible. 
Because the legislator wants to allocate the front of the  bond to signature of  the drawer , the drawee  and the 
guarantors , and the back of it to the signature of the endorsers  as it was the commercial custom.  Therefore,  if 
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the name of guaranteed  is not  assigned , the legislator establishes  this presumption that the guarantee was for 
the account of the drawer, because the drawer is responsible for the fulfillment before all previous signatories(40) 
When the collateral  has been signed on the behalf of  the drawer, the position  of the guarantor in the face of the 
holder is determined by the status of the guaranteed and has the defense  against  the holder's right of recourse in 
cases where the drawer  may adhere to this right in the face of the holder . If the guarantor fulfills the value of 
the commercial  paper of the holder, the reserve guarantor must return to the drawee who has received the 
payment. It is not permissible to return  to the following endorsers . As a result, it is not permissible for the 
drawee , in case of recourse, to protest against the guarantor that he has not received payment for the 
fulfillment(41). And we agree with some in this attitude (42) : they  believe that the reserve guarantor is committed 
to the manner in which the guaranteed  is committed and does not commit to more than the commitment of the 
secured person, Therefore, the guarantor may not be invoked in defenses that the former signatories are 
committed to the secured person. Thus, the reserve guarantor of the bond's  issuer takes the legal status of the 
entrepreneur. 
The predominant view in jurisprudence is that claims are subject to the provisions of the statute of limitations 
because they are based on the substitution  of the reserve guarantor in place of the guaranteed (43) on the basis that 
the reserve guarantor shall be given a role in the payment process according to the exchange law. 
Section II: The relationship of the guarantor with the drawee  and the endorser. 
If the reserve guarantor intervenes for one of these: the drawee  or any of the endorsers ,  he will have the right of 
recourse against whoever intervenes in his favor, and this is what we will explain in the following two items. 
Item 1: The relationship of the reserve guarantor with the drawee  
Escrow  is in the favor of the drawee . For the benefit of the drawee, the guarantor  can not return to the drawer 
unless the latter has provided for the payment of the drawee(44) . Also, the reserve guarantor may not return the 
value of the bond to the holder against  the endorsers  or to their reserve guarantors because the drawee is an 
original and principal debtor. In  another sense. the reserve guarantor shall have recourse only to the drawee and 
the drawer  who does not pay for the fulfillment  ,and his collateral for the endorsers is of the general 
guarantee(45) . If a person signs a commercial paper as a guarantor for  the drawee,  he can not stand in the face of 
the holder of the commercial paper by the right of recourse to him for negligence and the wisdom of its 
guaranteed. 
The acceptance of the guarantor for the drawee. The French Court of Cassation(46) concludes that the reserve 
guarantor could guarantee the acceptance of the drawee  on it. It is known that the reserve guarantor can 
guarantee either of the signatories and the drawee who does  not sign  on the commercial paper. The reason is 
that the holder of the commercial  paper which  is not accepted by the drawee who is offered the guarantee ,  in 
this case, if he waits for the time of fulfillment and collides with the refusal of the drawee, he can not return to 
the reserve guarantor to fulfill  its amount .That is  because the guarantor can not guarantee the fulfillment by the 
drawee who does not accept and who is not  considered a debtor in the commercial paper. This is the legal point 
that I wanted to mention   in the relationship between the guarantor and the drawee in the area of acceptance of 
the commercial paper, and the previous reference to the due date is permissible on all signatories in the cases 
described in Article 181/2 . The researcher(47)  pointed out to an important legal issue that if the drawee is able to 
persuade the holder of the commercial paper to postpone the claim for its value, the reserve guarantor benefits 
from the extension of this period  and if the holder releases one of the original debtors ,  guarantor's discharge is 
based on the acquittal of the guaranteed.  
The second item: the relationship of the guarantor with the endorser. 
The  endorser  in the first place  has no guarantor  because it is considered to be one of the guarantors in the 
commercial paper and the provisions of article 185 is  applied to him, unless a person discloses his will to 
guarantee him so explicitly. If the collateral falls on one of the endorsers  and the reserve guarantor fulfills the 
value of the bond on his behalf,  the reserve guarantor shall have  the right  to return to the previous endorsers , 
the drawer and the drawee   with the amount of the payment with the benefits and expenses spent.(49) If we 
assume that the debit card carries more than one signature and that the guarantor has guaranteed  the endorser  2 
and fulfill the value of  the bond on behalf of the latter, the reserve guarantor is not entitled to return  to endorser  
3 and the subsequent signatories , but only the right to return to the guaranteed endorser and to the previous 
signatories :  the first endorser ,  the drawer ,the  drawee  and their reserve guarantors.(50)  
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If the holder  returns to one of the endorsers  of the commercial paper, all his subsequent endorsers  and their 
reserve guarantors are  discharged of debit. If the right of the holder  to return to the endorsers  and their reserve 
guarantors is lost  due to the nullification of the protest against non-fulfillment , this entails the loss of the right 
of the holder  to sign the  provisional seizure of their movables. The signing of this attachment is conditional on 
the validity of the procedures of the protest against non-fulfillment.  As  for the right of the holder  to sue the 
original debtor of the commercial paper and his  guarantor , there is no evidence  of invalidation of the protest 
against him(51) . If the holder has fulfilled  the duties imposed on him upon his return to the guaranteed endorser, 
and neglects to perform one of these duties before the guarantor of this endorser , he refrains from the guaranteed 
endorser  of adhering to the negligence of the holder to perform the duties imposed on him before the guarantor. 
The right to defense  in such a case shall be limited only to the collateral guarantor, since the obligation of the 
secured endorser  is not dependent on the obligation of the guarantor  and does not occur in contrast to the 
previous situation .  In   accordance with Article 53 of the Geneva Act, the  guarantors of the endorsers  are 
entitled to defense  for the loss of the delinquent  holder's   right in the bill of withdrawal. in the opposite case. 
According to article 53 of the Geneva Act, the guarantors of the endorsers  are entitled to pay for the loss of the 
holder's right in the bill of the drawn bond . 
If the guaranteed endorser  becomes bankrupt , the holder  has no right to return  to the guarantor who is in 
charge of him and therefore progress in the bankruptcy of the guaranteed endorser , otherwise his right of 
recourse to the reserve guarantor will be harmed by the negligence of the holder  in accordance with article 978 
of the Jordanian Civil Code .(52)  But the question is whether the holder of the bond is entitled to return before the 
due date because of  the bankruptcy of the original debtor with the value of the commercial paper? If one of the 
guarantors in the commercial paper becomes bankrupt - such as the endorser  or the guarantor or the drawer after 
the acceptance -  the holder  is not allowed to return to the rest of the obligors before the due date, because any of 
them is an original debtor of the bond  value  and  the bankruptcy is due to the fall of deadlines.. 
CONCLUSION 
The optional statement of the  collateral  in the commercial  paper is to create a new moral obligation. In order to 
give full protection to the holders of the commercial paper, the law considers that  every person who has entered 
into the obligation  cycle is considered to be personally committed in accordance with the strict exchange rules 
as collateral added to the guarantees given to the holder of the commercial paper, especially if the obligor is 
outside the parties to the commercial paper . 
The guarantee in all its dimensions, especially in the legal relationship between its parties, has emerged due to 
practical reasons in response to certain needs in the midst of a banking system that enables it to use the latest and 
most advanced technologies to ensure the fulfillment of the holder , and that the effect of the collateral in the 
legal relationship between the guarantor and the  holder and the relationship of the guarantor with the guaranteed  
and the rest of the obligors in the commercial paper. The researcher  clarified that there are cases where the 
guarantee may fall between one of the signatories, and there are cases where it is not permissible , like the 
drawee may not assign his guarantee to  one of the endorsers  since the  drawer is the original debtor.  It is not  
also permissible for  the drawee to be guarantor because he is considered the original debtor . However, it is 
permissible for the  drawer to be  the  guarantor for the drawee. The collateral  can be the signed by the endorser  
to another endorser  because he is considered a guarantor for him , and the purpose  is that the dealers in 
commercial papers know the  cases where the collateral may happen . 
And to clarify the legal relationship between the parties of  the reserve guarantor and to determine their impact 
among them  , this research concludes with a view to the legislative shortcomings that have affected the 
provisions of this relationship . Here are  the following observations and recommendations: 
1.  Rephrase Article 181, which states that (the holder of the bond when he does not fulfill the date of maturity to 
return to  his  endorser and his drawer  and other committed) .In the case of a collateral , the holder  does not 
have   the freedom of choice to return  to any of those committed in the  commercial paper, he has to return to 
the guaranteed person  , and that the holder  does  not return to the guarantor in the event that the secured debtor 
is unable to fulfill  the value of the commercial paper or when the drawer  or the drawee become bankrupt , he 
shall be given the option of returning to any of the obligors. 
2.  The sixth paragraph of article 162, which allows the granting the collateral   on a separate sheet of paper and 
limiting it  to the first paragraph of the same article, shall be canceled until the obligation of the guarantor is 
subject to the rules of exchange, since these rules are subject only to each signatory  on the commercial  paper or  
paper related thereto. Thus, the guarantee on the independent paper is not subject to such rules. 
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3 .  If the collateral  may be given on a separate paper, which is often done before establishing  the commercial 
paper, and to facilitate the circulation of it  requires the acceptance of drawee,  this requires amendment of 
Article 153 of the Trade Law by adding the guarantee contained in a separate paper in the cases where  the 
holder is committed to  provide the bond for the  acceptance of the drawee.  
4. It is noticed that the  article 163/2, which considers the obligation of the reserve guarantor to be true even if 
the obligation that is guaranteed  is invalid for any reason unless there is a defect in the form. If the signature of 
the guaranteed  person is forged, the  guarantor is not entitled to hold such defense against the holder  pursuant to 
the above article. So , we recommend that the Jordanian legislator take into account the provisions of the Unified 
Geneva Law when it terminates the guarantor from fulfilling the payment by  falsifying the signature of the 
secured person when the guarantor, when signing the bond, is considered to have attested to this guarantee , and 
is therefore aware of  what the guaranteed signed . This  requires the rewording of the second paragraph of 
Article 163 by excluding the forgery of the  signature of the guaranteed person  from  the defenses held by the 
guarantor in the face of the holder of the commercial paper as  the guaranteed's request of a collateral   from the 
guarantor is a conclusive presumption  and  a confirmation by the guarantor of the validity of the obligation of 
the guaranteed. 
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